An iconic design by renowned architect Nick Saunders has resulted in this breathtaking luxury domain that is as much an architectural masterpiece as it is a comfortable and functional family home. Exclusively situated within a boulevard location, every aspect of the brilliant design embraces the beauty of magnificent 1474sqm approx. Jack Merlo garden and pool surrounds. A dramatic and expansive use of glass creates a sense of occasion in the vast entrance foyer, mirrored through the glorious living room with lush garden aspects. The light filled family room with open fireplace extends to a north west facing blue stone terrace. A more intimate ambience is achieved in the unforgettable dining room overlooking pool with extensive private gardens and tennis court. The living areas are served by a gourmet marble kitchen boasting European appliances. In its own private space, the sumptuous main bedroom with dressing room, designer ensuite, study/children's room offering sweeping city views. A separate level comprises four generous bedrooms with walk in robes/BIR's and two central bathrooms, comprehensively appointed rumpus room featuring bar plus a glass walled Olympic sized gym. Lavishly finished throughout, this remarkable home also features customised joinery, zoned heating and cooling, floor heating, security alarm, video intercom, C-Bus automation, Sonos music system, powder-
For centuries people have travelled Europe's mighty rivers to trade, explore and sometimes conquer. Steeped in history and culture, flowing through stunning scenery they form natural links connecting the continent's greatest and most beautiful towns and cities, from the medieval to the modern.

We cruise on the majestic Rhine and Danube - Europe's essential arteries studded by atmospheric cities like Koblenz and Vienna. Standing guard, you will see astonishing 'fairytale' castles whilst learning about mystical legends, historic strife and triumph. Plus there is the magical, meandering Moselle with its impossibly steep, riverside vineyards and the lesser known, yet equally beautiful River Main, twisting through Germany's rural heart.

In France, the Rhône flows majestically from almost the Burgundy vineyards to Avignon and Van Gogh's Arles, in the heart of sun-kissed Provence, whilst the Seine slowly winds from iconic Paris through countryside beloved by impressionist painters to medieval Rouen and historic Bayeux. Finally, there is the Douro with its dramatic terraced vineyards and with tourism being almost completely undeveloped, you feel you are discovering something the masses are unaware of! You see it all.